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Abstract Two of the larger features in the infrared conductivity spectra of 
x-(ETJ2Cu[N(CN)JBr are analysed and one is reassigned with the aid of infiared and 
Raman spectra of isotopically-substituted compounds. 

Figure 1 shows the infrared conductivity of ET copper dicyanimide bromide at various 
temperatures’. One can see that as the material is cooled the far-infrared intraband 
electronic conductivity, due to the free carriers, grows at the expense of the mid-infrared 
interband conductivity. This paper, however, is not concemed with this aspect of the 
spectrum but rather with two of the larger vibrational features. 
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FIGURE 1 The infrared conductivity as a function of temperature. 



-- ------ 
The first is the large resonance near 1300 cm-', correctly assigned to v3(Ag) but 

which ye.will.shcpy -,-* - -...-* has. - 1 1  FhijngeG -..- a. its nature in this solid, and the second is the sharp line 
near 880 cm. :; whieh-we-will show has consistently been misassigned. 

TWX300 aJ RESONANCE 

This iarge resonance could have been either vZ(Ag) or v3(Ag), both'of which are shown ' 
in Fig. 2 and which involve the vibration of the same two carbon pairs, but with a 180" ! 
phase difference in the case of v2(Ag). The reason that these totally-symmetric Raman 
active vibrations are also infrared active, is the well-known vibronic mechanism 
whereby charge is transferred between molecules, which are arranged in dimer pairs, as' 
they vibrate out of phase with each other. The size 'bf tIi5 molecule depends on the 
amount of charge it has and therefore the charge will oscillate between the two 
molecules as they alternately expand and contract. This produces an infrared activity 
for radiation with the electric field vector polarizedperpendicuZar to the molecular 
plane. 

We have recently published a comprehensive analysis of all of the in-plane 
vibrations of the ET molecule'. There are 72 fundamental intramolecular ("internal") 
normal modes, distributed among the DZh (planar) symmetry species as follows: 
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' r(Dzh) = 12A, + 6B1, + 7Bzg + 11B3, + 7A, + llB1, + llBz, + 7B3, (1) 
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FIGURE 2 The ET molecule and the vz(Ag) and v3(Ag) normal vibrations. 



The frequencies of these modes change when the mass of the atoms involved 
changes (the isotope:effect)xx when the charge on the molecule changes (the ionicity 
effect) or wX&? tie%%raiion is coupled to the charge transfer (the eleco-on-phonon 
effect). Figure 3 shows the isotopic analogs we used in the analysis2 of ET and Table 1 

4 shows the agreement we obtained between the calculated and observed fre uencies and 

the central pair sites, both v2(Ag) and v3(Ag) give 30 cm-' shifts wkile with 13C at the 
~ inner six sites both modes have twice the shift or approximately 60 cm-'. This shows 

that in ET both of these modes involve the central carbon atom pair and the inner-ring 
carbon atom pairs fairly equally. 

: isotopic frequency shifts for the first four Ag modes. One can see that with q 3  C at only 
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_. FIGURE 3 The four isotopic analogs of ET used in this study. 



TABLE 1 Calculated and observed frequencies and isotopic frequency shifts 
pof the - -_._-_.- first fouF€o@Ily-sjWmetric . . _  .-.. modes. 
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Consider now v2(Ag). Table 2 lists both Raman and infrared data. In the Raman 
data are listed the ionicity shift in going from ET to (ET),Cu[N(CN)JBr and then the 

1 60 cm-' shift, mentioned above, in the I3C(6) compound. In the infrared spectra, 
however, after the electron-phonon shift, one sees that in the 13C(2) compound there is 
no 30 crn-' negative shfl  but rather a slightly positive one, whereas in the 13C(6) 
compound the full 60 cm-' shift is observed. This means that in the conducting solid 
v2(Ag) has changed its nature and now involves only the inner-ring carbonpair as 
drawn in Fig. 4. Figye 5 shows the spectra in question and the features due to vZ(Ag) 

-- may be observed. - - 
___. - ____________ - ._ ---. ____ . -_ ~ .- -- -_ ._ * _---. -. _-_--________ __- --_- - I_._I .__---__--- - - 



. TABLE 2 Experimental infrared and Raman data for v2(Ag) in ET and 
I ( ~ ~ ' C t i f N ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ : ~ e q u e n c i e s  and frequency shifts are listed and labelled. 
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ET 13c(2)- 
ET 

13C(6)- 
ET 

13 (ET),fCu[N (CN) J C(6) -x- 
Br- (ET),+CU[N(CN)JB~- i i 

I 
! 
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(-29) 
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ionicity 
I 
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FIGURE 4 
(ET),Cu[N(CNJ)&Br. Notice that only the inner-ring carbon atom pair is 
vibrating and not the central pair. 

The atomic displacements in vZ(Ag) in the conducting solid 
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FIGURE 5 
Kronig analysis of the reflectivity, of natural x-(ET);Cu[N(CN)JBr-, together 
with those of the two compounds with 13C isotopic substitutions. Not all of the 
features in these latter spectra have been labelled. The 13C spectra have been 
offset for clarity. 

The 10K infrared conductivity for Ella, obtained from a Kramers- 

Similarly consider now v3(Ag). Table 3 lists the appropriate data. Comparing 
the infrared isotope shifts in this case one sees that for the 13C(2) compound the 
observed 50 cm-' shift is almost equal to the full 56 cm-' shift seen in the 13C(6) 
compound. This means that this mode has also changed its nature, presumably because 
of the very strong electron-phonon coupling, and now consists of the vibration of only 
the centra2 carbonpair as drawn in Fig.6. The intense broad infrared feature due to 
v3(Ag) may also be seen in Fig5 where it is complicated by the presence of the 
interacting sharp v5 (Ag) quartet with the strongest line near 1280 cm-'. These data are 
being published in more detail elsewhere3. 
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TABLE 3 Experimental infrared i d  Raman data for v3(Ag) in ET and 
I(E~)iCu[N(~~~~Br;-Frequencies and frequency shifts are listed and labelled. - - - . . . . . . . ~ - +::::!cr; ..-. ._ - 
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FIGURE 6 
(ET),Cu[N(CN)JBr. Notice that only the central carbon atom pair is 

The atomic displacements in v3(AS) in the conducting solid 

- vibrating and riot those in the inner ring. 
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The-881) cm resonance for Ellc (878 cm-' for Ella) seen in Fig. 1 has been 
previously assigned to v7 (AJ by several authors and to v49(B2u) by us before we had ; 
Raman data. In the Raman spectnun of ET, shown as the lower dashed curve in Fig.7 i! 
below, there is no strong or sharp feature at that wavenumber. In the 3t- 

(ET),Cu[N(CN)JBr spectrum, on the other hand, shown as the solid curve in the same: 
figure below, there now appear two new strong features, one at 889 cm-' and the other f 
at 827 cm-'. This latter resonance at 827 cm-' displays no 13C(6) shift and so we have 
assigned it3 to an out-of-plane C-H mode, v22(Blg), calculated2 to occur at 835 cm-'. 

' 

We are fairly sure, however, that the 889 cm-' Raman feature is due to the same 
mode which is responsible for the 878 cm-' infrared feature. Both of them display a 25 I 
or 26 cm" isotope shift in the 13C(6) compound as shown in the top part of Table 4 
("experimental"). What mode therefore can it be ? We have listed in the bottom part of: 
Table 4 the calculated frequencies and isotope shifts of the modes which we consider to 
be the possibilities and now discuss them in order. 

983 cm-' this would involve an ionicity shift of over 100 cm-' in going from ET to 

I !  

The first is v6 (Ag) which has the correct isotope shifts, but with a frequency of 
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FIGURE 7 The room temperature Raman spectrum of x-(ET)~CU[N(CN)JB~, 
: together with the room temperature Raman spectrum of neutral ET, taken from Ref. 2. 



?c-(ET):Cu[N(CN).JBr-, which is twice that observed for v3(Ag). The next, v7 (AJ, is 
not a add* i2WdSat&-Shit35 it' involves the hydrogen atoms, which the infrared data 
clearly dispute. The next two, v48(B2u) and v4JBzU) both have the correct frequency and 
isotope shifts, which is why we Originally assigned the feature to v4JB2J but there is ' 

no reason for these modes, which are infrared active, to be so strong in the Raman I 

235:-i,"= ~Guat,ors 

I spectrum. 

' TABLE 4 Experimental frequencies and shifts of the "880 cm-'" feature in x- 
(ET);Cu[N(CN)JBf together with the calculated frequencies and shifts of 

. modes which have approximately the same frequency in neutral ET. 

x-(ET),'Cu[N(CN)JBi 
EXPERIMENTAL 

Natural 13C(2) 13C(6) 34S(8) 2H(8) 
- - - 

Av Av Av V Av 

INFlRARED 878 
Ella 

-2 -25 -4 4-7 

RAMAN 889 -1" -26 -3" -8" 

ET 
CALCULATED 

-6 

-1 

-6 

-1 88 

983 -1 -32 

918 0 -1 

904 -7 -25 -7 -2 

890 

889 

-20 -27 

-26 

-5 

-6 

-2 

-4 v60 @3g) -2 . 
very weak feature in neutral ET a 



, Our best guess, therefore, is the last candidate, v60(B3g). It is normally Raman 
activepckis humbebw-*43g. 8. It involves the inner-ring carbon atom pairs. The 

1 lower part8f'Fig.' gchfi8~s the molecular arrangement in a x-phase material, where the 
lines represent the end views of the molecules arranged in dimers with alternating 

'i orientation. The reason for the infrared activity of this mode may be as follows. If ' adjacent mokcules in a dimer are oscillating out of phase in the v6@3g) mode, then 
their orbital overlap is changing and in a xiphase material this may cause charge to 
transfer from one dimer to an adjacent dimer, producing the dipole needed for infrared 

*--cts 

' activity. We have also assigned other infr&ed features to B3g modes3. 

FIGURE 8 
Bottom: A sketch of the unit cell in the ac plane showing the end views of the 
molecular dimers (i.e. their long axes are normal to this ac plane). 

Top: An approximate representation of the v60(B3g) normal mode. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency-of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of ,their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or .use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac: 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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